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1996 porsche 911 turbo 993 market classic com May 10 2024
there are 9 1996 porsche 911 turbo 993 for sale right now follow the market and get notified with new
listings and sale prices

96 porsche 911 turbo first test motortrend Apr 09 2024
utilizing bosch abs 5 brainpower this four channel anti lock system makes the 911 turbo one of the best
braking cars the world has ever seen halting its 3307 pounds from 60 mph in 99 feet the

14k mile 1996 porsche 911 turbo bring a trailer Mar 08 2024
this 993 turbo shows 14k miles and is now offered by the selling dealer with the owner s manual service
records a clean carfax report and a clean minnesota title the 993 turbo featured wider bodywork revised
bumper covers and a fixed rear spoiler to accommodate top mount intercoolers when compared with the
standard 993 coupe

1996 porsche 993 turbo sweet dreams are made of this Feb 07 2024
in fact the 993 turbo now sports gt2 evo bolt on fenders all round an evo 1 front bumper and splitter
gt2 decklid and banana wing plus a sunroof delete and while it s obviously a looker

1996 porsche 993 turbo pcarmarket Jan 06 2024
this stunning black 1996 porsche 993 turbo is 1 of only 1 297 produced for the us market the 993 model
turbo is celebrated for its design and staggering performance numbers this particular example has driven
just 38 550 miles from new



1996 porsche 911 993 turbo 993 turbo classic driver Dec 05 2023
the 993 turbo equipped with a 3 6 liter biturbo engine is highly coveted for its analog driving
experience and is considered a sought after collector s item as the last air cooled 911 turbo in the era
of electric cars this model remains a delight for porsche enthusiasts and collectors promising strong
value retention and appreciation

1996 porsche 993s for sale hemmings Nov 04 2023
1996 porsche 993 price inquire porsche 993 s by year more classics show more we have porsche 993s for
sale at affordable prices find a wide selection of classic cars on hemmings

1996 porsche 911 turbo bring a trailer Oct 03 2023
bid for the chance to own a 1996 porsche 911 turbo at auction with bring a trailer the home of the best
vintage and classic cars online lot 76 327

porsche 911 993 wikipedia Sep 02 2023
the 993 turbo was the first 911 turbo with all wheel drive taken from the 959 flagship model the turbo s
bodywork differs from the carrera by widened rear wheel arches about 6 cm redesigned front and rear
bumper moldings and a fixed whale tail rear wing housing the intercoolers

history of the porsche 911 turbo sports car digest Aug 01 2023
photo gallery history and profile of the porsche 911 turbo from the first 930 to the 964 993 996 and the
latest models from porsche



98 993 c2s vs 96 993 turbo early911sregistry org Jun 30 2023
the turbo power is a lot of fun but you can t beat the sound and power delivery of the n a car along
with its much lighter feeling the turbo understeers off throttle like a pig and noticeably has more
weight over the front end compared to a 2wd car

porsche 993 turbo for sale bat auctions bring a trailer May 30 2023
browse and bid online for the chance to own a porsche 993 turbo at auction with bring a trailer the home
of the best vintage and classic cars online

1996 911 993 turbo dumping oil pelican parts forums Apr 28 2023
1996 911 993 turbo dumping oil i recently replaced both turbo s on this car starts fine but there is
alot of oil in the intake system ie turbo piping when driving it alot of smoke is coming out the exhaust
like a james bond movie

one of one gemballa porsche 993 is a twin autoevolution Mar 28 2023
no less than 610 bhp and 530 lb ft 720 nm of torque are now delivered by the twin turbocharged 3 6 liter
flat six which are sent to all four wheels via a six speed manual transmission a

porsche of the day 1997 porsche 911 type 993 gemballa Feb 24 2023
join the world s fastest growing porsche community featured here is a breathtakingly beautiful car one
of only two ever built by gemballa gmbh the german car manufacturer and tuner based on the porsche 911
type 993 it was commissioned by fulda tyre company to showcase their new extremo tyre



porsche 993s for sale hemmings Jan 26 2023
we have porsche 993s for sale at affordable prices find a wide selection of classic cars on hemmings

watch how the 993 porsche 911 turbo blew minds back in 1996 Dec 25
2022
watch how the 993 porsche 911 turbo blew minds back in 1996 this classic motorweek review proves the
last air cooled 911 turbo s status as a game changer then and now in 1995 the last of

porsche 911 turbo 993 1995 1998 stuttcars Nov 23 2022
the 993 turbo was available between late 1995 to 1998 powered by a twin turbocharged 3 6 liter flat six
it was rated at 402 horsepower it s distinguished easily from the rear as the whale tail spoiler is
quite deep to house the intercoolers meant to cool the intake charge

1995 porsche 911 turbo 993 specifications technical data Oct 23 2022
the 911 turbo is part of porsche s 993 family of cars its engine is a turbocharged petrol 3 6 litre
single overhead camshaft 6 cylinder with 2 valves per cylinder it develops 402 bhp 408 ps 300 kw of
power at 5750 rpm and maximum torque of 540 n m 398 lb ft 55 1 kgm at 4500 rpm
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